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Current use, challenges and limitations
Group 2: Apps & Smartphones

1) Current use:
   **Situational**: scoring systems, risk calculators, communication between doctors, guidelines
   **Educational**: flash cards, quizzes, YouTube films, Podcasts, news feeds

2) Challenges:
   Independence, updates, prof interaction with patients, standardized operating procedures; patient’s data security

3) Limitations:
   Language, not everyone got smartphone, depends on internet availability & speed, trust on quality content (source, updated)
Opportunities for the future & role of the ESC
Group 2: Apps & Smartphones

• Interaction between NCS:
  Translation in collaboration with NCS has to be encouraged

• FEW ESC-apps – “the multitasking app”?
  Minimize the number of apps

• App including all of ESCel:
  Clinical Cases, courses, webinars, textbooks - portfolio app?

• Tag systematically
  To make ALL contents searchable

• Tagged news
  Cyclic flashcard news – newsflashes
  News feeds – scientific, ESC educational activities news feeds (ESCeI)

• Contextual content (situational):
  Decision support app – flowcharts, algorithms, EBM-levels
Opportunities for the future & role of the ESC
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• Think new - different approach to learn & get informed!
Millenials and the use of new generation media – go faster, audio & video more than textbooks

• Real case collaborative cases?
Engage colleagues to a platform (similar to social media) for discussions and questions around real time cases